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Friday 5th March 2021
Dear Parents,
Congratulations! We have all made it to the end of remote provision! Well done
everyone and thank you so much for your continued support. We cannot wait to reopen next week; it feels like the start of a new year all over again!
I will try to keep this letter brief but there are couple of additional notices for next
week. Before I share these, I’d like to just say, our priority is for the safe and happy
return of the children. As long as this happens we will be happy, we can resolve any
other issues as we go.
School Uniform
We have been made aware that there are some concerns around uniform and
school shoes being outgrown during the lockdown. All pupils should come to school
from 8th March in school uniform however, we do not want to put parents under any
additional pressure.
We understand that the shops are still closed and there are long lead times when
ordering online from the PMG school shop. Therefore, there will be flexibility around
this. Pupils can wear their SBS hoodies in school for example and alternative footwear.
If possible, please try to keep to school colours but the priority is to welcome all pupils
back to school with the minimum of anxiety.
If you do wish to purchase uniform, the Friends of SBS sell second-hand items on the
Events Page on Classlist. Please follow the link below to see what they have in stock:
https://app.classlist.com/parent/#/events/view/729321471
Childcare Clubs
If your child/ren require a place at Breakfast Club and/or After School Club, please
book them in using your Scopay accounts. We are carefully planning the resources
and bubble arrangements for these clubs so it would help us out a great deal to know
which children will be attending and how many in each Key Stage etc.
At the moment, the bubble restrictions are continuing to make it complicated to offer
as many after school activities as we would like to. Offering a full range of after
school activities for ALL children is a priority and we do intend to keep adding in more
activities as we feel confident to within the bigger picture. I am sure that just being
back at school will be a big enough step for many children next week, so hopefully
taking our time to get this right is a sensible and helpful approach.
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Equipment
Just a quick reminder, if possible, please can children return to school with the
learning packs we sent home, we would like to use as much of the equipment as
possible. Also, if you can collate something special/ important for your child from
school closure, that would be great. It could be a memory, an achievement or a
piece of work. We will confirm over the next few weeks what we will do with this
collection – you don’t need to bring it in yet.
Drop off, collection, face coverings and the one-way system
Please check back though my previous letters to remind you that you are able to use
the one-way system at the end of the day if it applies to your child’s year group. We
are all wearing face coverings more frequently and especially at drop off and
collection times. Many thanks for your help with this.
Finally, here is a poem that might be nice to share with your child/ren this weekend.
Hopefully, it is just the right message for returning to school….
Together
Together we join to celebrate
Together we clap and cheer
Together we watch improvements
And face the things we fear
Together we grow and develop
Together we all belong
Together we make mistakes
And learn about right and wrong
Together we praise the gentle
The kind, the strong, the brave
Together we share achievement
In a thousand different ways
Together we’ll finish the journey
Wherever it started from
Together we are tomorrow
Together we are one
by Matt Goodfellow
Wishing you all great weekends and see you next week.
Warm regards
Anne Moir
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